European, Russian and Eurasian Studies (EURUS)

This is a guide to the selected reference sources and materials relevant to European and Russian Studies. Whenever possible publication dates have been restricted to post 1989. Consult the Library Guides for Political Science, International Affairs, Economics, History, Geography and Law for additional information. Students should also acquaint themselves with the resources and services of MADGIC (Maps, Data and Government Information Centre) located on the Main Floor (level 2).

Please also explore the online “Subject Guide” for European, Russian, and Eurasian Studies.

USING THE LIBRARY CATALOGUE

Use the Keyword option to:
- Search by phrase → European Union
- Search by Boolean operator → Canada and globalization

Use the Subject option to search Subject Headings.
Examples:
- European Union
- Foreign Relations European Union Countries
- Russia (Federation) -- Foreign relations
- Europe -- Relations -- Russia.

FINDING JOURNAL ARTICLES

The most recent research and developments are reported in journals (which include periodicals, serials, magazines and newspapers). To find relevant journal articles on your topic, use subject-specific databases.

E-BOOKS

- Cambridge University Press eBooks
- Columbia International Affairs Online
- Oxford University Press eBooks
- eBook Collection (EBSCOhost)
- Canadian Publishers Collection

CITATION AND WRITING GUIDES

Academic style tip sheets and an essay and thesis preparation guide are available at the Research Help Desk or online at www.library.carleton.ca. The most recent editions of the official guides are located at the Research Help Desk.

RefWorks, a free online research management, writing and collaboration tool, is also available at www.library.carleton.ca.

DICTIONARIES

- Annesley, Claire. *A Political and Economic Dictionary of Western Europe*.
  JN94.A988 A66 2005 (Floor 4) or online access via Library Catalogue

  REF DJK50.H43 (Floor 5)

- Phinnemore, David. *A Dictionary of the European Union*.
  REF JN30.P495 2006 or online access via Library Catalogue

- Kohut, Zenon E. *Historical Dictionary of Ukraine*.
  DK504.444.K64 2005 (Floor 5)
For other historical dictionaries of European countries click on the title *European Historical Dictionaries*, in the Library’s catalogue.

*Practical dictionary of Siberia and the North.*
REF G606 .P73 2005 or online access via Library Catalogue

*Eurojargon: a dictionary of European Union acronyms, abbreviations, and sobriquets.*
MDR HC240 .E748 2000

**ENCYCLOPEDIAS**

*Encyclopedia of Russian History.*
REF DK14.E53 2004

DK14.M6 (Floor 5)

*The Cambridge Encyclopedia of Russia and the Former Soviet Union.*
DK14.C35 1994 (Floor 5)

*The Cambridge history of Russia.*
REF DK43 .C35 2006

*Encyclopedia of contemporary Russian culture.*
REF DK510.32 .E53 2007

Paxton, John.  *Encyclopedia of Russian History: From the Christianization of Kiev to the Break-up of the U.S.S.R.*
DK36.P39 1993 (Floor 5)

Frucht, Richard.  *Encyclopedia of Eastern Europe: From the Congress of Vienna to the Fall of Communism.*
REF DJK6.E53

*Encyclopedia of the European Union.*
MDR JN30.E52 2000

STF DK36.O84

JN30.L42 2000 (Floor 4)

*Conflict in the Former Yugoslavia: An Encyclopedia.*
DR1232.F67 (Floor 5)

*Bolshaia entsikloped’iiia: v shestidesiat dvukh tomakh.*
REF AE55 .B585 2006

**HANDBOOKS AND DIRECTORIES**

*Russia and Eurasia Facts and Figures Annual.*
MRR HA1433.U172 (Floor 4)

*Russia and Eurasia Documents Annual.*
DK285.U762 (Floor 5)

*Russia and the Commonwealth of Independent States: Documents, Data and Analysis.*
DK1.5.R876 (Floor 5) or online access via Library Catalogue

REF HS71.F6P67 1999

DK266.M353 (Floor 5)

*The Territories of the Russian Federation 2006.*
JN6699.A88T47 2006 (Floor 4)

JN96.A979B84 2002 (Floor 4)

REF JN6699.A88R47

MRR DK17.B34 1997
Nations in Transit.  REF JN96.A58N38 (Floor 4)


Chronology of 20th-Century Eastern European History.  REF DJK42.C57

Capisani, Giampaolo R.  The Handbook of Central Asia: a comprehensive survey of the new republics.  DK859.5.C37 2000 (Floor 5)

BIOGRAPHICAL SOURCES

Morozov, Vladimir.  Who’s Who in Russia and the CIS Republics.  REF CT1203.W46 (Floor 5)

Vronskaia, Jeanne.  Kto est kto v Rossii i byvshem SSSR: vydaushchiesia lichnosti byvshego Sovetskogo Soiuza, Rossii i emigratsii.  STF CT1213.V764

McCauley, Martin.  Who’s Who in Russia Since 1900.  Also available on the Web.  CT1203.M37 (Floor 5) or online access via Library Catalogue

Istoriiia Rossii v litsakh: s drevnosti do nashikh dnej: biograficheskii slovar.  STF CT1203.I78

BIBLIOGRAPHIES


Schaffner, Bradley L.  Bibliography of the Soviet Union, Its Predecessors and Successors.  STF DK17 BIBL .S3

The Rise and Fall of the Soviet Union: A Selected Bibliography of Sources in English.  DK46 BIBL .R57 (Floor 5)

Bibliography on Economic Transition in Eastern Europe: English and German Language Titles Published in the Years 1990 to 1993.  STF HC244.B42

Aklaev, Airat.  Interethnic Conflict and Political Change in the Former USSR.  2 v.  STF DK293.A39


Matulic, Rusko.  Bibliography of Sources on the Region of Former Yugoslavia.  DR1214 BIBL .M38 (Floor 5)

Moore, Reese T.  European Leaders: A Bibliography with Indexes.  REF JN12 BIBL .M66 (Floor 4)

For access to online databases use the “Databases” link located on the main page of the Carleton University Library Website.

**ABREES: Abstracts Russian and East European Series.** London, ABSEES Ltd. v. 101- 1993-
Abstracts of translations from Russian and East European journals and newspapers. Continues ABSEES: Soviet and East European Abstracts series v.1-100, 1970/71-92, (SER DK266.A2A2) with microfiche supplements removed and filed in MCR under the same call number.
SER DK266.A2A2

**American Bibliography of Slavic and East European Studies (ABSEES).**
Covers U.S. and Canadian scholarship on East-Central Europe, Russia and the countries of the former Soviet Union.
Coverage is from 1990.

**Archive of European Integration (AEI)**
A repository and archive for materials on European integration and unification.

**Argument i Fakty**
A popular weekly writing on all subjects. Boasts the biggest circulation among Russian weeklies.

**Central and Eastern European Online Library (C.E.E.O.L)**
Full text of articles from 255 humanities and social science journals, electronic books and re-digitized documents pertaining to Central, Eastern and South-Eastern European topics. Most of the content comes from material published in Central and Eastern Europe and is thus in the original language (titles and some keywords are translated into English).

**Columbia International Affairs Online**
A comprehensive source of information in the area of theory and research in international affairs. Provides fulltext access to working papers, policy briefs, economic indicators, conference proceedings, books and journal abstracts.

**Coverage 1991-**

**The Current Digest of the Post-Soviet Press.**
Columbus, Ohio. Weekly selection of Russian language press material translated into English. Please see the Library's EconLit.
Citations with abstracts to journal articles, books, book reviews, collected works and dissertations in all areas of economics.
Coverage is from 1969-.

**EIU (Economist Intelligence Unit)**
Includes access to: country reports, country profiles, weekly briefings on business related news and Business Eastern Europe. Coverage is from 1996-.

**Environmental Issues and Policy Index.**
Provides citations to scientific, technical and popular journal articles dealing with the environment including political and philosophical issues. Coverage is 1972-. Please see the Europa World Plus
Covers political and economic information in over 250 countries and territories.

**European Bibliography of Slavic and East European Studies (EBSEES).**
Indexes books, journal articles, reviews and theses in the social sciences, language, literature and the arts published in 8 European countries.

**Eurostat.**
EuroStat is the Statistical Office of the European Communities. The data cover the European Union, its Member States and its partners.

**Factiva**
Full text database which includes same-day and archival coverage of worldwide, major and local newspapers.

**Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS) Daily Reports**
This is a collection of translated media reports from around the world. Many of these materials are first-hand reports of events as they occurred providing an archive of transcripts of foreign broadcasts and news for the second half of the 20th century.

**International Political Science Abstracts.**
Provides abstracts of articles in 1000 scholarly journals and yearbooks. Coverage of foreign language publications is particularly strong.

**PAIS International.**
Provides citations with brief abstracts to 1000 journals, books, government documents, reports and Internet sites from 1972 to date in the area of public affairs and public policy.

**Russian National Bibliography**
Comprised of *Letopis zhurnalnykh statei* - 1998 citations of Russian journal articles and *Knizhnaia letopis*, 1993- an index to books published in Russia.

**Scopus**
Provides worldwide coverage available of scientific, technical, medical and social sciences literature. More than half of Scopus content originates from Europe, Latin America and the Asia Pacific region. Coverage 2000-

**Sociological Abstracts.**
Indexes more than 2000 journals, books, book reviews and conference proceedings on sociology, social planning and policy from 1963- . Coverage also includes political sociology, gender studies and the environment.

**Web of Science.**
Especially Social Sciences Citation Index (1956- ). Use Cited Reference searching for finding out who has cited a particular author and/or paper.

**World News Connection.**
An online news service which provides translated and English language news and information from the Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS). Coverage is from 1996.

**Worldwide Political Science Abstracts.**
Provides citations and abstracts to over 1500 journals within the discipline from 1975 onwards.